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Abstract 
Many scholars have given different views on the Nigerian Civil War, 1967-1970. 

However some even blamed Ojukwu as the cause of the war. Hence the crux of 

this study is to examine whether Colonel Odumegwu Ojukwu is to be blamed on 

his secession. The cause and effect theoretical framework, multidisciplinary 

approach and historical research methods of reconstruction were adopted for the 

study. The findings showed that the none recognition of General Gowon as the 

Head of State by Ojukwu was due to Ogundipe, Adabayo and Wey’s seniority to 

Gowon. Ojukwu’s declaration of the Revenue Collection Edict 11 of 1967 was as a 

result of Gowon’s non-implementation of the Aburi Accord, then his calling of the 

easterners from Northern Nigeria was caused by the pogrom and genocide meted 

against the easterners in the North. Still the declaration of the Republic of Biafra 

was an outcome of the creation of the twelve states without consultation by 

Yakubu Gowon, Chief Ojukwu therefore is not to be blamed from the above 

factors. To avoid wars, the paper recommended that corruption should be avoided 

and confederation policy should be adopted in the nation Nigeria.  
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Historical Background 

Chief Odumegwu Ojukwu was born by Sir Louis Ojukwu and Grace Oyibonanu on the 9th 

of November 1933 at Njungeru in Northern Nigeria. His father was an established business 

man(Achebe, 2012). Sir Louis was even honoured and knighted by the Queen of England 

when she visited Eastern Nigeria in 1956. That was the status of Odumegwu. 

 

Ojukwu was educated at Kings College, Lagos, Epsom College, England and then to 

Lincoln College – University of Oxford. He read up to master’s degree in history. When he 
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came back to Nigeria he worked briefly in eastern Nigerian Civil Service as an Assistant 

District Officer (ADO). A notable point is Ojukwu refused to read law which his father 

wanted him to. Also, he refused to be in the affluence wealth and environment of his father 

and decided to join the colonial armed forces known as the Queen’s Own Nigeria 

Regiment. Contrary to the views and likings of most academia who would have loved to 

use his father’s position to work in the civil service, business empires or academic sector, 

Odumegwu Ojukwu joined the army. Ojukwu went back to England and attended the 

Royal Military Academy Sandhurst and rose in the military rank. According to Forsyth, 

Ojukwu always relied totally on himself on any task in the military college.  

 

Nigeria got independence on October 1st , 1960 from Britain. She as a country witnessed a 

coup that changed the civilian government to military in January 15, 1966. The head of the 

military government came to be Major General Arguiyi Ironsi. He replaced Alhaji Tafawa 

Balewa in the previous civilian government. Arguiyi Ironsi promulgated the Decree 34th of 

24th May 1966 that stipulated the unitary government. He also appointed Colonels Hassan 

Katsina,Odumegwu Ojukwu, David Ejor and Colonel Adekunle Fajuyi as military 

administrators of the four regions. The Hausa people did not welcome the unitary 

government due to the fear of southern domination, hence they revolted. They said they 

would secede (Araba).  

 

Also General Arguiyi Ironsi was accused of not trying the coup plotters as supreme 

military council (SMC) stipulated. He rather promoted 21 officers to the rank of lieutenant 

colonels, 18 of whom were from Igbo. Meanwhile he took a Hausa man as his guard 

(Ademoyega, 1981 ). In the midst of pacifying the north in a nationwide tour he was 

assassinated by Brigadier Murtala Mohammed and his group at Ibadan on the 29th of July 

1966 along with his host Colonel Adekunle Fajuyi; the administrator of the Western 

Region(Ajawara,2009). They went ahead and killed easterners in groups in other parts of 

the country. The massacre of the easterners in the north made Ojukwu to ask all none 

easterners to come to the east since the Federal Government could not save them. Early 

January (4th and 5th) 1967, a meeting was held at Aburi in Ghana for the settlement between 

Gowon and Ojukwu. There, they agreed on confederation (Ademoyega,1981). This was 

pushed by Colonel Ojukwu. This means a region could control her resources only to 

contribute an agreed percentage to the centre. They all signed at Aburi under the watch of 

General Ankrah. 

 

On reaching Nigeria, Gowon reneged from the implementation of the Aburi Accord. 

Ending February 1967, Ojukwu told Gowon that if Gowon refused to implement the accord 

signed at Aburi, he would resort to self help by March 31st. By March 31st, Ojukwu declared 
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the Revenue Collection Edith 11 of 1967. He seized all the revenue and resources of the 

Federal Government in Eastern Nigeria. According, to Ojukwu, it would be used to feed 

the Igbo people who were displaced and deported to Eastern Nigeria. Still, Gowon created 

the twelve states on May 27, 1967 from the regions.  

 

In eastern Nigeria, Rivers and Southeastern States were carved from Eastern Nigeria. East 

Central State remained the one for the core Igbo having no link with the Atlantic coast. 

Hence they became annoyed and resisted. The Federal Government did this with advice 

from the eastern minorities who were marginalized in the former eastern region on 30th 

May 1967, Ojukwu responded by declaring the Republic of Biafra. Hence, the Nigerian 

Civil War became inevitable. On 6th July, 1967 the war started at Garkem in Ogoja in Cross 

River State by the Federal Government with the zeal of reintegrating the secessionists back 

to Nigeria. 

 

Conceptual Clarification 

War: War can be an aggressive killing as a result of fight by different persons, groups of 

people as a result of resource control or accumulated grievances. For a set of events to be 

called a war, people need to be killed in some organized way which excludes simple crime 

or robbery. Also, “collective purpose” in the definition means that some groups or people 

approved the killing and felt justified for some legitimate purpose (Yenacapolus, 2006). 

 

War is also seen as open conflict or contest between nations or states or between parties in 

the same state, carried on by force and with arms. It also means any act or state of hostility, 

enemy, crisis among others. Examples of wars or contests were the First and Second World 

Wars, 1914-1918 and 1939-1945 respectively (Mifflin,1985 ). 

 

Civil War: A war between factions or regions of one country. A civil war is a war fought 

by two groups of persons or zones in a country by the citizens of that country (Mifflin,1985 

). Examples of civil wars were the American Civil War of 1861-1865 and Nigerian Civil 

War of 1967-1970. 

 

Secession: The act of leaving or withdrawing from being membership of a country where 

a group belongs. It also means the zeal to be on one’s self (Mifflin,1985 ). Example the 

withdrawal of 11 southern states from the federal union (America) from 1860 to 1865 

causing the Civil War was secession. 
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The Crux of the Matter 

The theory of this work as the basis of reconstruction was on the cause and effect 

theoretical framework. The cause and effect theoretical framework was used in this study. 

This theory was propounded by Immanuel Kant. Kant said for any occurrence or behavior 

by any man, to occur, there must be a cause. He said that no single occurrence takes place 

without a cause. Hence this paper examined whether Chief Odumegwu Ojukwu was to be 

blamed using the cause and effect theory. 

 

This journey started from the coup of January 15, 1966. As for Ojukwu initially, he was 

after the unity of Nigeria. He did not support major Chukwuma Kaduna Ngeogwu in the 

coup. He Ojukwu even resisted. He did not surrender his post as a commander until the 

emergence of Arguiyi Ironsi on Monday 17th January. Through Senator Nwarfor Orizu , 

the Senate President who announced the hand over. Meanwhile, others of his colleagues 

surrendered to the copyists (Fogel; 1982). According to Ojukwu, he and Ironsi foiled the 

coup. The issue of Ojukwu none recognition of General Yakubu Gowon as the commander 

in Chief of the Armed Forces; he said the death of Arguiyi Ironsi has not been announced 

and therefore the post of the head of state was not vacant. On the death of the Head of 

State, general Arguiyi Ironsi on the second coup (29th July, 1966) the officer next to Ironsi 

was Major General B.O.A. Ogundipe, he was the General Chief of Staff of the 

administration of Arguiyi Ironsi. The next most senior officer was Admiral Adebayo. The 

military was in that hierarchy before the assassination of Arguiyi Ironsi. He Colonel 

Gowon was one Chief of Army Staff to Arguiyi Ironsi(Fogel,1982). The military tradition 

was brushed aside. Even he (Colonel Ojukwu) was commissioned six months before 

Gowon in the army. Hence he would never honour or respect Gowon as the head of State. 

He even went down to 1965 when General Welby Emarald the Commanding Officer of the 

Nigerian Army was leaving Nigeria. The hierarchy in the army was Ironsi followed Welby, 

then Ogundipe followed Ironsi, Adebayo and Wey followed Ogundipe. 

 

Other senior colonels in the armed forces before Gowon were Colonels Imo, Njoku and 

Philip Effiong (Ademoyega,1981). Even if Colonel Ogundipe was not willing, the tradition 

of the army hierarchy would have taken course. Yet the Northerners and the British 

Government made way for Gowon to take over the administration of the nation 

(Ademoyega,1981). Ojukwu was after the Unity of Nigeria. This was seen after much 

easterners ran to the east as a result of the first massacre. Ojukwu asked all them to go back 

to the north. He said it was a sacrifice for the unity of Nigeria(Ademoyega,1981).  He also 

appointed Alhaji Ado Bayero to be the chancellor of Nsukka University instead of an Ibo. 

Ojukwu was accused of withdrawing all easterners from other parts of Nigeria. This was 

on the second coup of July 29. Many easterners were killed in addition to the assassination 
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of General Arguiyi Ironsi by Colonel Martins Adamu, Colonel Murtala Mohammed and 

Colonel Theophilus Danjuma. The Massacre on the Igbo people was like a wild fire in the 

bush in the dry season. Since General Gowon was the commanding officer of the 

Federation and he could not secure, or save or preserve the lives of the easterners but were 

killed in pogrom pattern to the level of genocide, Ojukwu decided to ask all none 

easterners to leave since he could not guarantee their safety and called all easterners from 

other parts of the nation to come down to the east. For their lives could not be secured by 

Gowon. 

 

For Gowon was unable to stop the killings of easterners even in northern Nigeria apart 

from the Regional Governor of Northern Region Col. Hassan Katsina who tried, but to no 

avail. Easterners also revenged on the northerners in the south (Fogel,1982 ). Some people 

said, Colonel Ojukwu was said of refusing any peace meeting within Nigeria except 

outside or on a neutral ground as a result of the fear of the unknown. It was then clear that 

Gowon from the north was back by the Northerners and Britain to be the head. This was 

glaringly seen in the reversion and aiding of Gowon to use the same boldness not to secede 

but to emerge as the head of the country, Nigeria.  

 

In the case of mass killings of his people (easterners) nothing was done to that effect. 

Hence, he became afraid to be alone. For the north and west were then together. Even 

Awolowo has been released from prison by Gowon but Ojukwu (easterner) could be killed 

and nothing would happen in any avenue they took to silence him. Hence, he said no to 

any reconciliatory meeting in Nigeria but should be outside (Ademoyega,1981 ). It was 

then, the Ghanaian general, Ankrah invited them to meet at Aburi in Ghana which he 

Ojukwu honoured. In the meeting he (Ojukwu) clamoured for confederation in the 

meeting at Aburi on the 4th and 5th January 1967( Ajawara, 2009 ). The Ikenba front of 

Nnewi chosed that path due to the corruption, marginalization and unfaithfulness of 

Nigerian leaders from the First Republic. 

 

The three major regions by then produced cocoa, groundnuts and palm oil. By 1956 crude 

oil was discovered in Oloibiri in present day Bayelsa State. In 1958, it was discovered in 

commercial quantity (Tebekaemi,1982). The three major regions and leaders depended on 

oil (crude) as the major source of the national economy accruing from the former Eastern 

Region where Ojukwu hailed from. This money from oil was depended upon by the whole 

nation.  

 

Still the management was full of corruption. A glaring example was the 1st coup that took 

place on 15th of January, 1966. It had its cause from corruption as spoken widely by the 
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leader major Chukwuma Kaduna Nzeogwu who spoke of how politicians openly lived in 

affluence and extravagantly displayed their ill gotten wealth (Ajawara,2009 ). Meanwhile, 

this money came from a particular region that nothing to show of such status was seen. 

Secondly he argued that all their regions should control their resources only to contribute 

an agreed percentage to the center. That would encourage competition, not to solely 

depend on the oil of the Eastern Region. He clamoured for the confederation which 

encouraged the above facts which was even signed by all the attendants including Gen. 

Ankrah the host of the Accord in Aburi Ghana. On confederation, a region could secede 

under the slightest provocation which Ojukwu was aiming at after the killing of easterners. 

This was his stand on the Aburi Accord. 

 

Ojukwu was blamed of declaring Revenue Collecting Edit 11 of 1967 on the 31st of March 

1967. Ojukwu did that according to some schools of thought due to the non 

implementation of the Aburi Accord of 4th and 5th January 1967. Already Gowon was 

warned by Ojukwu by February ending that if Gowon refused to implement the Accord 

agreed at Aburi up to March 31st, he (Ojukwu) would have no other means than to embark 

on self help. Reaching the deadline, he declared the edict that empowered him to seize all 

the resources of the Federal Government located in the eastern Nigeria (Ajawara, 2009). 

And Ojukwu said the Federal Government was yet to remit the monthly allocation meant 

for eastern region.  

 

Still the Head of State failed to honour the Aburi Accord, and more than bearable, 

easterners were helpless as a result of the displacement from other parts of Nigeria 

including the wounded. Much therefore, was needed to rehabilitate them. Hence, Ojukwu 

seeing that the national budget was been financed by Eastern Region that was mostly hit 

by the crisis, decided to embark on the edict to move ahead. 

 

Still Ojukwu was accused of seizing goods meant for Northern Nigerian Marketing Board 

and also stopped the movement of oil to Northern Nigeria from Port Harcourt Refinery. 

All was to call the attention of the Federal Government to implement the Aburi Accord. 

 

The Federal Government seeing action of Ojukwu, did not yield to Ojukwu. She rather 

embarked on “economic blockade that demarcated the East Central State from the Atlantic 

coast and parts of Niger Delta, their basic source of economy and the location of the crude 

oil (Fogel,1982). Ojukwu did consult the Eastern Consultative Assembly before the war. It 

was alleged that the man used his father’s money for the war, due to pressure. No Niger 

Delta community contributed much money when Madiebo asked of the money. Ojukwu 
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asked, which money, you mean my father’s money? Ojukwu said his father’s money was 

not for the public again after the war. 

 

Still Ojukwu was forced by other eastern regional armed forces like Major Douglas to 

declare the secession if not his position would be taken by another. Also, when he was 

advised personally by Major Njeogwu not to secede from the Federal Government, he said: 

 

You are aware that I personally do not support the idea of  

 secession, I am interested in serving the people and ensuring  

 that Nigeria is a freer place for them to live……… 

 Nevertheless, our people seem to have settled for an independent 

 existence as an alternative to the Aburi Accord. I have done my best 

 to infuse a cautious approach into their thinking, but Lagos continues 

 to frustrate my efforts with the down of every day(Ajawara,2009: 48). 

 

Infact, Ojukwu was complelled to declare the secession as a result of the carving of two 

states from eastern Nigeria by Gowon. This was done by the eastern military ranks, 

Colonel Achuzia in Ezeani (2013) said Ojukwu was given alternative to declare the 

Republic of Biafra or they would remove him and also choose another leader. Hence, he 

had no option than to declare before eight O’clock that the same night ( Ezeani, 2013). 

 

Ojukwu’s declaration of the republic of Biafra was a result of the creation of the twelve 

states by the General Commander, Gowon on the 27th of May 1967 without consultation ( 

Cookey, 2016). He Ojukwu was reacting to the creation of twelve states by Yakubu Gowon 

even without consultation. Hence, he (Ojukwu ) declared Biafra Republic since they were 

not taken as people worthy of living in a country called Nigeria. 

 

Ojukwu was blamed of arresting the General Manager of Shell, Mr. Stanley Gray to release 

7,000,000 pounds to him on the 12th of June 1967. General Ojukwu did this due to the 

Federal Government’s none serious attitude to fulfill the Accord at Aburi which would 

have enabled him to take care of the displaced easterners. More was to use the resources 

to run the naturally endowed new country Biafra. It was an Irony for a well naturally 

endowed country to suffer while she had all it was needed to run the country. That was 

the reason; he declared the self determination in the name of new republic of Biafra 

including the territorial waters of the Atlantic coast that engulfed the rich Niger Delta. The 

Niger Delta in the former eastern region was the depot of the crude oil sustaining the 

nation, Nigeria from 1958 to the civil war period, 1967-1970. 
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Still Ojukwu refused to go back from the secession even by 12th June 1967. This meeting 

was by the two parties and Shell PB at New York. This was a result of the Federal 

Government’s refusal to allow Shell/PB give the 57.5% opted by Colonel Odumegwu 

Ojukwu neither the 25,000 pounds from the 7,000.000 pounds to the Eastern Region as 

agreed at the New York meeting after the arrest of Stanley Gray the General Manager of 

Shell/PB. Hence, the war became inevitable as Shell/PB went ahead to give 25,000.00 

pounds to the eastern Nigerians. That made the Federal Government implement on the 

threat they made on the Shell BP Company.  

 

Conclusion  

The applications of the cause and effect theory, the multi-disciplinary approach and 

historical research methods has helped is to say that Ojukwu should not be blamed for he 

was pushed to the wall. He became a rebel with a cause. The abrupt overtaking and 

emergence of Gowon as the head of state despite the presence of senior officer, the 

massacre of easterners by northerners, the none-recognition and implementation of the 

Aburi Accord, the creation of the twelve states by Yakubu Gowon without consultation, 

the refusal of the Federal Government to allow Shell/BP to give 57.5% nether the 25,000 

pounds to the eastern region to take the path he took in the Civil War. The work showed 

that Ojukwu did what he did due to the situation he found himself. Man reacts to issues 

because issues called.  

 

The study recommended that the country should adopt a confederation policy. The work 

also said corruption should be checked and transparency in government should be 

encouraged at all levels.   
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